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If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it: Practical tools to assess ventilation and airflow patterns to reduce the risk for transmission of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 and other airborne pathogens
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One limitation of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic response has been the lack of widely available, practical tools to measure factors, such as ventilation and airflow, that can impact transmission risk. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has recommended that steps be taken to improve ventilation in healthcare facilities, schools, businesses, and households. However, limited guidance has been provided on how to evaluate the adequacy of ventilation. To be useful in real-world settings, tools to assess ventilation must be inexpensive, safe, and easy to use. An ideal tool would provide rapid and easy-to-interpret results that could be used to identify areas with inadequate ventilation and to assess the impact of interventions.

One promising candidate as a practical tool to assess ventilation is carbon dioxide monitoring using inexpensive handheld devices that measure carbon dioxide concentrations. The concentration of carbon dioxide in outdoor air is ~400 parts per million (ppm) versus ~40,000 ppm in exhaled breath. Thus, carbon dioxide levels rise in occupied spaces that are inadequately ventilated. According to the CDC, carbon dioxide readings >800 ppm in buildings are an indicator of suboptimal ventilation requiring intervention. Carbon dioxide monitoring has been used to assess ventilation and to identify measures to reduce risk in settings such as schools, university buildings, dental offices, motor vehicles, and hospitals. The most important limitation of carbon dioxide monitoring is that it does not account for filtering of air. For example, carbon dioxide levels rise above 800 ppm in the cabin of airplanes both in flight and during boarding and deplaning, but the risk for viral transmission may remain low because the air conditioning system provides rapid recirculation of air through high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters.

Other potential tools to assess ventilation include handheld particle counters and devices that measure total volatile organic compounds. In an assessment of ventilation in public spaces, the use of a particle counter to measure 1–10-μm diameter particles generated suggested adequate ventilation in most areas but not in a restroom, an elevator, or an unventilated living room. The major limitation of this method is that it can be nonspecific because nonrespiratory and respiratory particles are detected. Somsen et al recommended that particles <1 μm in diameter be excluded from measurements because this size range is typically due to dust particles. Although particles measuring 1–10 μm in diameter may represent aerosols produced by breathing, speaking, coughing, and sneezing, cooking or heating food in a microwave may generate large numbers of particles in this size range (authors’ unpublished data). Particle counters can be used to measure clearance of aerosol particles generated in an enclosed space using a nebulizer, although such measurements may be less practical in most settings. Total volatile organic compounds provide an estimate of the chemical load in an indoor environment, and elevated levels may indicate insufficient ventilation. In private healthcare and elderly care facilities, total volatile organic compound levels correlated well with carbon dioxide levels, with elevated measurements in dental treatment rooms and general practitioner’s offices.

In addition to ventilation, recent studies have highlighted the potential for patterns of airflow to contribute to long-distance dispersal of large and small droplets containing severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). In a patient transport van with the ventilation fan on, smoke released by a smoke-emitting pen flowed from the front to the back of the van and airflow transported both large (212–250 μm diameter) and small (1–5 μm diameter) fluorescent microspheres >3 m to the back of the van. Contact tracing and sequencing demonstrated transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from 2 infected drivers to passengers in the back seat. Handheld smoke or fog generators provide a simple means to assess direction of airflow in enclosed spaces. Fluorescent microspheres are also relatively easy to use and can be detected using an inexpensive black light, but there are potential safety concerns if dust is inhaled. In our experience, findings after release of commercial ultrafine glitter products correlate well with results obtained with fluorescent microspheres (authors’ unpublished data).

The figure provides examples that illustrate the use of tools to assess ventilation. Carbon dioxide levels and airborne particles
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Fig. 1. Examples that illustrate the use of several tools to assess ventilation and airflow. (A) Increase in carbon dioxide levels in parts per million (ppm) and 1–10 μm diameter airborne particles in a nonventilated versus ventilated room (6 air changes per hour) occupied by 2 people. (B) Clearance of 5% sodium chloride solution aerosol particles (1–10 μm diameter) released into the nonventilated and ventilated rooms using a nebulizer. (C) Increase in carbon dioxide levels in parts per million (ppm) in a movie theater with >90% occupancy versus the same theater with ~40% occupancy. Peak levels of carbon dioxide above 800 ppm (dotted lines) were considered an indicator of suboptimal ventilation for the number of occupants present. *, exiting the theater.
1–10 μm in diameter increased steadily over 1 hour in a nonventilated room occupied by 2 people but not in a ventilated patient room with 6 air changes per hour occupied by the same individuals (Fig. 1A). Aerosol particles released into the same rooms using a nebulizer cleared rapidly in the ventilated patient room, particularly when the door was open, but not in the nonventilated room (Fig. 1B). Finally, carbon dioxide levels increased to >4,000 ppm in a crowded movie theater with >90% occupancy, but only to a peak of 1,351 ppm in the same movie theater with 40% occupancy (Fig. 1C). These results are consistent with previous studies in which carbon dioxide levels similarly rose to high levels when areas such as hospital conference rooms and restaurants were crowded.5,6

In conclusion, the adage, “If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it,” applies to efforts to improve ventilation to reduce risk for transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and other respiratory pathogens. Practical tools to measure ventilation and airflow are needed to determine whether interventions are required and to evaluate their effectiveness in community settings and in healthcare settings with lower standards for ventilation than hospitals (eg, nursing homes). In many cases, measurements may provide reassurance that ventilation is adequate, thereby reducing the potential for implementation of unnecessary, expensive, and potentially hazardous interventions.7,8 Although further validation is needed, there is growing evidence that easy-to-use tools, such as handheld carbon dioxide monitors and particle counters, could provide useful information that can be used to measure and improve ventilation.9–11 Education and guidance regarding how the devices should be operated and how the results should be interpreted will be essential if such tools are to become more widely used.
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